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NOR-PRO® has been restarted

LECU OIL has new ownership

After starting several companies and built up Thermographic camera divisions for others in 2005 to 2009, Jannick
Halben accepted a job as European IR mgr. in Belgium, but the outside is good, home is best, so after numerous
customer requests, the NOR-PRO AB (1994) has been restarted in the Copenhagen Region of Sweden.
This means that old customers finally are able to regain top class personal service on Blowerdoors and Laser
Alignment & 3D Tracker systems as well as the whole Thermographical Spectrum. The selection is large and this spring
there will even be some additional small IR cams and large IR high-definition news at extremely reasonable prices.
NOR-PRO AB is restarted in The Oresund Region in mid-2011 as a stock company with a focus on servicing the "old"
Danish market. Sweden has been selected because lower costs and the ability to bill customers without VAT. But
Sweden has also been selected as the base, due the nature and the fact that since 1986 we have travelled the Nordic
thin and sold at many major Swedish customers. The company is located in a large forest & nature reserve.
The place is well suited for our courses, and now in 2012 we offer again the active thermography level courses, which,
incidentally, will be continuously approved by the agencies & organizations as required locally in 2012.
st

1 2012 News is our CCTV IP cam's from SONY, via DVR's the new online IP address thermographic cameras ( with new
unique Temperature Level Alarm settings ) streams directly onto your iPhone / Android to unheard low prices. Even
with 110,000 IR pixels in 25 Hz. real IR starting price is well under €7,000,- and no US Gov. approvals needed.
NOR-PRO AB did in November 2011 acquire the Danish company LECU OIL (1974), also known as LE-Smøremidler ApS.
LECU OIL offers all types of high quality Greases & Special Engine and Gear Oils for extreme loads & temperatures.
We have with Cougar in England developed Wind Turbine Gear Oils, which now has proven its extra performance
perfectly through some test years, thus now going strong on the market. Did we forget to mention approvals for Food
& Automobile manufacturers' on our Lube's and long-life LL and long drain LD Heavy Duty synthetic oils, as well as our
very special and popular Diesel Additive? Can grease burn before it melts/drips? Yes some of ours can!
LECU OIL has since 1974 been the general agent in DK for Cougar Lubricants Ltd.. (UK.) and in 2005 Lube-Tools AB's
unique patented lubrication tools came along. That means Swedish rebuilds under own patents but collaboration with
Lincoln Ltd. on their famous lube-guns and central auto-lube units for better performance and anti-leak-free use.
LECU OIL has since 1974 sold "LE" products from Lubrication Engineers Inc. (TX. USA) and many loyal customers is
from: Police, G4s, Marine, Agriculture, Transportation and Industrial sectors. LECU OIL also serve Skåne, Halland and
Blekinge from the Swedish storage in cooperation with Lube-Tools Sweden AB.
Jannick Halben knows that many old customers & friends will again find its way to restore the unique & close support
based on Nordic Professionalism and Know-How - now since 1974! - Please Contact us & Update us your new info!
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